The singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis reveals that the coupled relationships between sea ice and atmospheric pressure, temperature and wind fields are 18 represented by these known climate modes. The leading coupled modes between sea ice and sea level pressure are accountable for 50% to 60% of total squared covariance for all 20 seasons, so does the leading mode between the sea ice and surface air temperature. It indicates that these well-established climate modes/patterns are the dominant factors 22 leading to a strong interaction between the atmosphere and sea ice field in the Antarctic.
for this tropical/polar teleconnection (Yuan, 2004) . However, besides the ENSO impact, a number of distinct high latitude climate modes exist at intra-seasonal to decadal time 8 scales in the Southern Hemisphere. Those regional climate variabilities likely influence Antarctic sea ice but their impacts are less well understood. Particularly, the relative 10 importance of the impact from different climate modes has not been addressed before.
This study systematically investigates the influences of high latitude climate variability 12 on the Antarctic sea ice distribution.
The high latitude climate variability examined here includes the following distinct 14 climate modes in southern mid to high latitudes. First, the Pacific South America (PSA) pattern, which dominates climate variability in the subpolar/polar regions of the South 16 Pacific, is considered. The PSA pattern was suggested as part of the stationary Rossby wave train, which is usually generated by the changing of the tropical convection (Mo 18 and Higgins, 1998). Earlier studies (Karoly 1989 ; Mo and Higgins, 1998 ; Kiladis and Mo, 1998; Garreaud and Battisti, 1999) have attributed the Rossby wave to the 20 propagation of the ENSO signal to southern high latitudes. Therefore, at the interannual time scale, the PSA pattern is associated with ENSO variability, creating persistent 22 anomalous high (low) pressure centers in the Amundsen Sea in response to ENSO warm (cold) events, respectively. The anomalous pressure center consequently generates the 24 out-of-phase sea ice/temperature anomalies east of the Ross Sea and in the Weddell Gyre simultaneously through thermodynamic and dynamic processes (Kwok and Comiso, 26 2002b, Renwick, 2002 , Yuan, 2004 .
The second mode considered in this study is the quasi-stationary wave-3 pattern 28 in the southern mid latitudes, a predominant winter mode in pressure/wind fields as initially discussed by van Loon (1972) . The land/ocean distribution in the mid-latitudes 30 of the Southern Hemisphere likely creates and maintains the wave-3 pattern. Raphael (2004) described the spatial and temporal variability of the wave-3 pattern. Yuan et al., (1999) showed that three southerly branches of the wave-3 pattern coincide with three 2 northward maximum extent of sea ice edge during late winter 1996, suggesting the role of the wave-3 pattern in advancing the ice edge at synoptic time scales. The wave-3 4 pattern is also positively coupled with the ice edge distribution, promoting eastward propagation of the ice edge maxima and providing preferred locations for cyclonegenesis 6 in the open ocean north of the ice cover. This case study suggested that the wave-3 pattern actively interacts with the sea ice field beneath. However, no thorough study has 8 been done on the influence of wave-3 on sea ice in other seasons and at different time
scales. 10
The third mode is the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) marked by a zonally symmetric but out-of-phase pressure anomalies between mid and high latitudes. It is a 12 dominant climate mode in the Southern Hemisphere with maximum variability at 10 days period (Thompson and Wallace, 2000) , and also explains 50% of the monthly SLP 14 variance over Antarctica (Gong and Wang, 1999) . The mechanism that maintains this pointed out that the trend in the SAM index couldn't explain the total trend in Antarctic sea ice of the region. 26
Lastly, the semi-annual oscillation (SAO), which describes another more or less zonally symmetric mode in the southern subpolar region, is considered. SAO is 28 characterized by the twice-yearly enhancement in meridional gradients of temperature and pressure fields (van Loon, 1967 (van Loon, , 1984 Simmonds and Jones, 1998 , van den Broeke,continent and in the mid-latitude ocean (van Loon, 1967) . Associated with SAO, the atmospheric convergence line with a strong half-year cycle exerts significant influences 2 on the temporal asymmetric behavior of ice extent: slowly advancing equatorward in fall and fast retreating in spring (Enomoto and Ohmura, 1990) . SAO also influences the open 4 water areas within the sea ice pack (Watkins and Simmonds, 1999) . Van den Broeke (2000a) suggested that the weakening of SAO since the late 1970s and increased 6 storminess during solstitial months have had a direct impact on the timing of sea ice advance and retreat. Stammerjohn et al. (2003) showed that the timing of the semi-annual 8 migration of the Circumpolar Trough dynamically influences the timing of sea ice advance and retreat in the Western Antarctic Peninsula. 10
All four climate modes mentioned above have clearly physical or dynamic reasons for their existence. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these climate  12 modes, the atmospheric variables in which they appear, and the mechanisms that generate them. However, their relative importance in the southern hemisphere climate variability 14 and their individual contribution to the influencing of Antarctic sea ice remains unknown.
In this study, we comparatively examine the spatial and temporal characteristics of these 16 climate modes and assess the relative importance of these modes in terms of influencing the sea ice variability around the Antarctic. 18 That yields a total of 1139 ice grid points and 1080 atmosphere grid points. The SVD 30 analysis is then conducted on the cross-covariance matrix from these seasonal time series.
The analysis reveals that the sea ice field is mostly coupled with the atmosphere in the forms of the known climate patterns, particularly SAM, wave-3 pattern and PSA 2 pattern. Figure 1 shows the spatial patterns of the leading SVD mode between sea level pressure and winter sea ice. The pressure field is characterized by out-of-phase pressure 4 anomalies between the polar region and subpolar region (the character of SAM) and the PSA pattern in the South Pacific and South Atlantic. In addition, a wave-3 pattern is 6 visible in mid-latitudes between 40º and 50ºS. Co-varied with this pressure pattern is the wave-3 pattern with the dominant branch at the ADP region in the winter ice field. Figure  8 2 gives another example of the leading coupled mode between winter meridional wind and sea ice fields. The wave-3 pattern dominates both wind and ice fields with the 10 strongest branch in the ADP region.
In addition to the spatial patterns of the leading SVD modes, the percentages of 12 the total squared covariance explained by the leading modes also reveals that the dominant sea ice and atmosphere interaction happens in the forms of these known climate 14 modes. The leading coupled modes between ice and pressure fields (gh300, gh500 and SLP) are accountable for 50-60% of total squared covariance for all seasons. The leading 16 mode between ice and surface air temperature is also accounted for above 50% of total squared covariance in winter and summer. The second SVD modes between ice and 18 pressure fields can only explain less than half of the squared covariance that the leading modes do for all seasons. In the case of ice and surface air temperature, the second SVD 20 mode only explains less than a third of squared covariance that the leading mode explained in winter and summer. The significant drops in the percentages of the total 22 squared covariance explained by the second SVD modes imply that any other patterns or varies largely among different atmospheric variables, ranging from 7% in wind fields to above 40% in pressure fields. It suggests that the sea ice distribution likely affects the 6 overlying atmospheric pressure field more easily than affects temperature and wind fields. In general, the leading mode of sea ice is associated with more variance in the 8 atmosphere during summer than winter, contrasting to the reversed processes shown in figure 3a . In addition, sea ice has a particularly stronger influence on summer surface air 10 temperature than any other season. Summer is the season when the ice coverage changes greatly: from zero percent to some significant coverage depending on the region. This 12 result reflects the importance of the ice cover in determining air temperature. Regardless of seasons, sea ice fields share much less variance with wind fields than they do with the 14 pressure and summer temperature fields.
Comparing figure 3a and 3b, the leading mode of sea ice is associated with near 16 40% of total variances in the SLP from spring to fall, in 300mb, 500mb and surface air temperature during summer, while the leading modes of atmosphere variables for the 18 most part only explain statistically near 20% of total ice variance during winter. The result clearly suggests the potential importance of sea ice in influencing overlying 20 atmosphere, which has not been examined thoroughly. Though the growth and decay of sea ice is evidently impacted by the atmospheric forcing thermodynamically and 22 dynamically, it is also limited by the oceanic condition. Even in the Antarctic, sea ice cannot grow freely in responding to the atmospheric forcing, the tremendous heat source 24 in the ocean limits the northward expansion of sea ice and creates polynyas. On the other hand, as the boundary condition to the atmosphere, the existence of ice cover could 26 effectively interfere with heat and momentum fluxes at the air-sea interface, and influence the absorption of short wave radiation at the sea surface. These processes 28 directly impact the variability of air temperature and SLP. The lower atmosphere could respond to the changes at the sea surface without much limitation. Sea ice also exhibits a 30 larger variability during summer than during winter. Therefore, the contrast exhibited in figure 3a and 3b is understandable. However, how far the sea ice's influence extends in the atmosphere and how the sea ice impact interacts with existing atmospheric patterns is 2 still yet to be determined in future research.
In summary, the leading mode from SVD analysis captures known climate 4 patterns in the atmosphere-ocean-sea ice system (as shown in figure 1 and 2) , which dominates co-variability between the atmosphere and sea ice. However, the SVD analysis 6 is a mathematical tool, which is not designed for separating physical modes. To investigate the impact from individual climate modes on the sea ice field, we need to 8 generate indices best representing these modes. Last, the index of SAO is defined by subtracting the zonal mean SLP at 50°S by the zonal mean SLP at 65°S to reflect the magnitude of meridional gradient of SLP 18 between these two latitudes. The key characteristic of SAO is its half-yearly cycle. In a harmonic analysis, van den Broeke (1998) found that in the SLP fields the half-yearly 20 cycle dominates in the Antarctic coastal region but the annual cycle dominates on the Antarctic plateau. Therefore, using the SLP at the latitude of 65°S, which is close to the 22 coast in the eastern Antarctic, best represents the SAO's temporal characteristic. It is also noted that both SAM and SAO are more or less zonally symmetric phenomena. Even the 24 SAM index is defined in the SLP anomaly fields, while the SAO is defined in the mean SLP fields. These two indices share a large amount of variance (will be shown later). 26
The main difference between these two climate modes is that some variability over the Antarctic continent largely contributes to the SAM variability but not necessarily to the 28 SAO variability. the magnitude of these trends and compare the strength of trends among the indices, time series of these climate modes were standardized and then least-squarely fitted into 8 straight lines. The magnitudes or strength of the trend over 54 years were determined by the difference of the two endpoints of these straight lines divided by the decades. Table 2  10 presents a measure of the magnitude of these trends. Apparently, the trend in SAM is the largest among these indices, followed by SAO. 12
The strong positive trend in SAM indicates an increasingly lower pressure over Antarctica and higher pressure in mid latitudes, resulting in a strengthened westerly. creates the opposite sea ice / temperature anomalies in these two regions simultaneously 22 (Yuan, 2004) . As the anomalous pressure center associated with the Amundsen Sea Low is the largest action center in Southern Ocean pressure field, the Antarctic Dipole 24 represents the largest interannual variability in the sea ice and surface temperature fields.
The second large impact comes from the wave-3 pattern. It is noted that the impact from 26 the wave-3 is not evenly distributed among the three branches. The correlation pattern from the wave-3 is quite similar to PSA in the western hemisphere, which is much 28 stronger than the branch in the Indian Ocean, suggesting a potential reinforcement between these two modes in the region. PSA and wave-3 pattern generally have higherWhile the influences from SAM and SAO on sea ice are more evenly distributed around Antarctica, they are relatively more important in the South Indian Ocean. 2 We further quantify the influences from these climate modes by calculating correlations from ice lagging 6 months to leading 6 months and then conducting local and 4 field significance tests (details see Yuan and Martinson 2000) for each correlation map.
First, the significance of correlation at each grid point is evaluated by taking account of 6 autocorrelation existing in both correlating time series (local significance test). Second, we count the percentage of the grid points that pass the local significance test at the 99% 8 confidence level for each correlation map (eg. each time lag). These percentages derived from real data are then compared with the same calculation based on the correlations 10 between 1000 red noise time series and sea ice (field significance test). The purpose of the field significance test is to determine if real data contain more significant correlations 12 than expected from random noise (red color) due to some spatial coherence in the ice field. Figure 8 shows that PSA and wave-3 exhibit more significant correlations than 14 stronger circumpolar flow) has contributed substantially to the surface warming and sea ice retreat in the region, even though it cannot explain the total trend in sea ice (Liu et al, 2 2004 ). This relationship between the trends in SAM and sea ice is very localized since the Antarctic Peninsula extends further north than any other parts of the Antarctic and is 4 more directly exposed to the changes in the westerly associated with the SAM variability.
Moreover, these assessments may not represent decadal variability in the Southern Ocean 6 due to the limits of the time series.
8
Besides interannual variability, these climate modes have significant subannual/seasonal variabilities. As mentioned before, SAM appears to be strong in the 10 summer. The wave-3 pattern is more profound in winter and has an east-west seasonal migration of its ridge and trough (Raphael, 2004) . SAO, by its nature, has the largest 12 signal in spring and fall. To include sub-annual variability, we repeat the correlation with all unfiltered monthly time series. The resulting correlation patterns are similar to the 14 patterns in figure 7 but with much weaker correlation coefficients for all modes, suggesting that sub-annual variabilities introduce more noise than signal to the 16 relationships between these atmospheric modes and sea ice. by the cross-spectral and cross correlation analyses. These are due to the fact that they both reflect meridional variations in the pressure field. Even the time series of these 18 climate mode indices are defined in the atmospheric variables that best represent their unique characteristics. They could never be cleanly separated from the influences of other 20 modes. Therefore, understanding the interaction among these climate modes becomes crucial for understanding the sea ice variability. For example, a recent study 22 (Stammerjohn et al., 2008) suggests that the impacts from SAM and ENSO on sea ice near the western Antarctic Peninsula are out of phase in the 1980s but in phase in the 24 1990s, which results in a significant decreasing trend in the total ice cover days over the satellite era. van de Broeke (2000b) also shows that a pronounced wave-3 pattern 26 interferes with the northward movement of SAO during its expansion phases (austral spring and fall). Further studies on the interaction among these climate modes are needed 28 to advance our understanding of the climate variability from seasonal to interannual time scales.
These climate modes collectively influence the sea ice variability in the Antarctic.
Indeed, the co-variability between the atmosphere and sea ice are dominated by these 2 known climate modes as suggested by the leading SVD modes between various atmospheric variables and sea ice anomalies. Among these four climate modes, PSA, the 4 pattern more directly related to the ENSO variability, has the largest influence on sea ice and directly generates the ADP anomalies in the western hemisphere. It is followed by 6 the wave-3 pattern with a very similar impact pattern in the ADP regions. Moreover, this ADP out-of-phase sea ice anomalous pattern is also related to SAM and SAO variability. 8 These results suggest that the ENSO teleconnection is a key factor influencing Antarctic sea ice at the interannual time scale. The ENSO teleconnection could interact with other 10 climate modes and create the largest anomaly in the atmosphere. Consequently, it creates the largest sea ice anomalies in the ADP regions. Positive feedback between the 12 atmosphere, ocean and sea ice could further reinforce this climate anomaly, so that it stands out as the largest coupled mode in the Antarctic climate system. Moreover, sea ice 14 responds to this ENSO-related atmospheric anomaly with a two-month delay, in contrast to ice floe or ice edge's response to synoptic atmospheric forcing at much shorter time 16 scales.
Another observed and modeled pattern in the Antarctic SST, sea ice and sea 18 surface height is the propagating wave-2 pattern reported as the Antarctic Circumpolar Wave (ACW) in earlier studies (White and Peterson, 1996; Jacobs and Mitchell, 1996, 20 Qiu and Jin, 1997). Indeed, climate anomalies in the western Antarctic tend to propagate eastward at interannual (White and Peterson, 1996) to intra-seasonal time scales (Baba et 22 al., 2006) . However, its circumpolar nature is highly debatable. Yuan and Martinson One of the interesting results is that all climate modes defined in this study have 28 significant linear trends during the study period. However, the total sea ice extent in the Antarctic only exhibits a non-significant trend (Parkinson 2004) . That brings up anice extent? It is noticed that the trend in Antarctic sea ice has a large regional variation.
The sea ice in the western Antarctic Peninsula and Bellingshausen Sea experiences a 2 dramatic decline, while the sea ice in the western Ross Sea has a significant increase. The total sea ice extent averages out these two opposite trends. This does not mean that 4
Antarctic sea ice isn't affected by the long-term climate change in the atmosphere. As 
